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DETECTOR STUDIES FOR TESLA�Ronald SettlesMax-Plank-Institut für Physik80805 Munih, Germanye-mail: settles�mppmu.mpg.de(Reeived April 28, 1999)European preparations for building a detetor for the e+e� physis upto 1 TeV enter-of-mass energies at the linear ollider are desribed.PACS numbers: 29.40.�n1. Detetor onept1.1. IntrodutionA detetor for e+e� the linear ollider (LC) is under oneption. Apreliminary version of it was prepared during the 1996 ECFA/DESY Studyon Physis and Detetors for the Linear Collider [1℄ and resulted from onehoie for subdetetors among many possibilities onsidered. This detetor[2, 3℄ mathes the requirements of the physis analyses up to the highestollider energies of � 1 TeV.It was the starting point as so-alled �referene detetor� for the2nd ECFA/DESY Study on Physis and Detetors for the Linear Collider [4℄whih began last year (1998) and is still in progress. The performane ofall subsystems is being reexamined in a �shakedown� of the referene de-tetor in light of the upgraded design of the TESLA Linear Collider whihwill deliver an order of magnitude greater luminosity than the �rst version.This new design will be denoted hiLTESLA in the following. Also detetorR&D projets will be launhed in order to better deide whih subdetetorsto build.This R&D will be arried out in ooperation with the Amerian andAsian regions whih also have linear ollider studies [5℄ under way for theirmahines, NLC and JLC respetively. This will establish a basis for a world� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Eletron�Positron Colliders,Craow, Poland, January 5�10, 1999.(2085)



2086 R. Settlesollaboration to build a detetor and do the physis at whihever LC mahinegets approved. Here, the European version [2,3℄ will be referred to simply asthe �TESLA Detetor� although it is understood that it ould do the physisat any of the mahines. 1.2. RequirementsThe physis program of the linear ollider has been the subjet of intenseinvestigation in the present [4℄ and past [6�21℄ workshops. The detetorneeds were evaluated [22�24℄ in some detail, but, quite globally, the physisfor whih the analysis power must be exellent (p) are:DETECTORMissing Jet-jet Lepton b,,� ForwardPHYSICS energy reonstr. resolution vertexing diretionHiggs branhing ratios p p p p pTop threshold san p p p pW-boson ouplings p p p p~��j ~�0i ~̀~q spetrosopy p p p pThus the detetor must be really good. Some ruial points for designingthe detetor are:� Good energy-�ow measurement is ensured by high granularity in trak-ing and alorimeters for jet reonstrution and by good partile iden-ti�ation.� Calorimeters are thus inside the oil with longitudinal granularity forsoftware ompensation and with a minimum of material in front of theeletromagneti alorimeter.� Traking with very aurate momentum determination is needed tomeasure e.g. the Higgs ouplings.� Exellent vertex resolution is needed for heavy �avour identi�ation.� The detetor should be hermeti, with good measurement in the for-ward diretion whih gains on importane the higher the e+e� ps.� Very good lepton identi�ation and e-� separation are required.� The trigger must be �exible to adapt to new physis.



Detetor Studies for TESLA 2087The LEP detetors are presently gaining experiene in handling multijetevents at higher energies, and this has turned out to be one of the mostdi�ult tasks at LEP2. This is the reason for the emphasis on very good jetand energy-�ow resolution for the LC detetor.The seond point above means putting a reasonable amount of the had-ron alorimeter inside the oil guarantees that as many of the reation prod-uts as possible are deteted before the dead region starts. The reasonfor wanting this is simple, but not so easy to quantify: the more that ismeasured and the less that ours in dead regions, the less dependent themeasurements are on the Monte Carlo and the smaller are their systematierrors.The performane goals are given in Table I and math the needs ofthe physis analysis and the tehnial feasibility. They result from the 2ndECFA/DESY LC Study [4℄ and are more ambitious than for the referenedetetor of the �rst study. TABLE IDetetor performane goalsVertexing Æ(IPr�;z) � 5�m� 10 �mGeV=p sin3=2 �Forward traking Æpp < 20%, Æ� < 200�radfor 100�250GeV partilesdown to lowest polar angle �Traking Æptpt2 � 0:6 � 10�4(GeV )�1Good partile identi�ation (dE=dx)Eletromagneti alorimeter ÆEE � 0:10 1pE � 0:01 (E in GeV)Granularity � 0:9Æ � 0:9Æ;� 3 samples in depthHadroni alorimeter ÆEE � 0:50 1pE � 0:04 (E in GeV)Granularity � 2Æ � 2Æ;� 3 samples in depthMuon detetor Fe yoke instrumented as tail atherand muon traker. Toroid or yoke momentumanalysis for forward muons,Æpp < 20% for (� < 15Æ)Energy �ow ÆEE ' 0:3 1pE (E in GeV)Hermeti overage jos �j < 0:99



2088 R. Settles2. LayoutThe basi layout follows the well-proven onept of traking in a magneti�eld at inner radii and alorimetry at outer radii. Figure 1 shows a shematiross setion through the version arising from the �rst ECFA/DESY Study [1℄.Figure 2 gives details of the inner region.

Fig. 1. Shematial layout of one quadrant of the LC Detetor

Fig. 2. Shemati layout of the inner region of the detetor2.1. Subdetetor alternativesTable II shows subdetetor tehniques being studied within the ECFA/DESY series. This table is being formed stage and thus not omplete, andapologies to those doing R&D who are not yet in the list.



Detetor Studies for TESLA 2089TABLE IITehniques being onsidered for the LC detetorSubdetetor Tehnique Labs involvedBarrelVertex detetor � CCD � LCFI Group: Brunel,Glasgow, Lanaster,Liverpool, Oxford, RAL,U.Oregon, UCSB� APS � CERN, Craow,Helsinki, MilanoIntermediate traker � Honeyomb straw tubes � Aahen� Sintillating �bres � Zeuthen, ETH Zürih� GEM � Aahen, Brussels,CERN,Helsinki� Si-Strip �Main traker TPC � Gas studies � CERN,Craow� Wire hamber readout � LBL,MPI-Munih� GEM readout � CERN,DESY,LBL,MPI-Munih� Miromegas readout � SalayPresampler � Sintillating �bers � DESY/IfH-ZeuthenEal, Hal � Pb,Cu-sintillator Shashlik � Caleido Coll.: Bologna,CERN,Milano,Padova,Protvino,Serpukov� Shaslik,rystals,glasses � Intas Coll.: DESY,Lebedev(Mosow),Lund,INP-Tashkent� Heavy liquid � UCSC� Silion/Tungsten � Eole PolytehniqueTailather, � Resistive plate hambers � Bologna,Frasatimuon identi�er ForwardForward traking diss � Silion strip �Forward muon traker � Traking in B-�eld, yoke � Bologna,Frasati� Toroids � Bologna,Frasatiwith honeyomb tubesLal � Quartz �bre � Frasati� Parallel plate � Frasati� Liquid sintillator � Frasati� Heavy-gas/GEM � ProtvinoInstrumented mask � Quartz �bre � Frasati� Parallel plate � Frasati� Liquid sintillator � Frasati



2090 R. SettlesThe di�erent subdetetors hosen in the referene design are reviewedbrie�y in the following paragraphs and ompared with the alternative beingonsidered.Vertex detetorEither Charged Coupled Devies (CCD) or Ative Pixel Sensors (APS)ould provide the performane required for a vertex detetor. They areregarded as alternatives with R&D programmes ontinuing. The advantagesof CCDs are their small pixel size (20�m2, ompared with 50�m2 for APSs)and their thinness (30�m of silion with very light support strutures, givingonly 0.12%X0 per layer, as ompared with 0.8%X0 for APS). The advantageof APSs is their robustness in the neutron bakground. Silion strip detetorsare shown not to be suitable in the vertex region beause of oupanyproblems with high multipliity events and the photon bakground. Theouter two layers of the vertex detetor will taper down onially at 30Æ atthe outer edge of the barrel to improve the forward traking.Intermediate traking regionThe intermediate traker aids linking traks from the main traker tothe vertex detetor and an provide a fast trak-trigger, whih was the mainreason for having a dediated subdetetor in the referene detetor. Nowthe trigger is being redesigned (see Trigger below), as is also this innerregion. Both straw tubes and sintillating �bers were investigated in the�rst study, and the straw-tube �honeyomb hamber� was hosen for thereferene design as having the advantage of better intrinsi resolution andmuh less material (0.23% X0 total ompared with 1% X0 per layer forsintillating �bers). However now in the seond study there is a preferenefor a hamber with 3-dimensional granularity in this region, a small TPC, asmaller inner radius of the large TPC, GEM detetor or a layer of Si-stripare in the disussion. The latter would be either the Intermediate Si-striplayer itself forseen in the referene detetor, whih was inluded to providea preise referene for aligning the vertex detetor with the TPC and whihimproves the overall momentum resolution, or an additional suh layer.Central trakerThe TPC main traker has a number of advantages over other tehniques.It presents the minimum of material for the onversion of outgoing photonsfrom beam-beam e�ets (2.0% X0 for the inner �eld age plus gas, omparedwith, for example, 10% distributed over the whole volume for MSGCs). Itsz resolution is better than a jet hamber, and it an be gated to eliminatethe distortion due to positive ions from the detetion planes drifting into



Detetor Studies for TESLA 2091the detetor volume. It is a ost-e�etive way of instrumenting a largesensitive volume with high traking redundany and 3-D granularity, givesreasonable partile identi�ation via dE=dx, is more omfortable the largerthe magneti �eld and is easy to maintain; but it does require the magneti�eld to be mapped to better that 10�3. A drawbak is its 50 �s memorytime whih integrates over bakgrounds from 100 bunh rossings in the aseof hiLTESLA. This is being ompensated for by striving for the highestpossible granularity � a few �109 3-D pixels in the gas volume. The varioustehnigues possible under study for the readout planes are wire hambers,GEM and Miromegas.Eletromagneti alorimeterFor the eletromagneti alorimeter, Eal, the Pb-sintillator Shashliktehnique was taken for the referene design sine it gives better longitu-dinal granularity than a rystal alorimeter. The performane goal for theeletromagneti energy resolution <� 10%=pE does not allow hardware om-pensation for the measurement of hadroni showers; good longitudinal gran-ularity will enables this to be done in software. Crystals have better energyresolution but physis studies have shown that <� 10%=pE will be su�-ient for most physis. Inluded in the referene detetor was a sintillating�ber presampler with thin layers of lead onverter, whih delivers preiseoordinates for shower onversions and preise timing information. Liquidargon would involve ryostats whih redue the spae for all inner trak-ing detetors and introdue dead spae whih ompromises the hermetiity.Shashlik, rystals and glasses are still under study, and reently the designof a silion-tungsten alorimeter started whih looks very attrative.Hadron alorimeterAlso for the hadron alorimeter, Hal, a Shashlik approah was �rsthosen similar to that for the eletromagneti layer, but with opper as ab-sorber. It would have the �exibility to optimize the granularity and samplingin depth to math the towers to those of the Eal. There will be at leastthree or four interation lengths of alorimeter within the oil at the equator,with more in the forward and bakward towers. The alternative tehnologiesfor the Hal are similar to those of Eal disussed above.Instrumented ironThe tail-ather will use the iron return-yoke of the magnet to measurethe leakage of energy from the bak of the hadron alorimeter and esapes theoil. A powerful muon detetor will result from sampling the muon traks inthe iron. Resistive plate hambers are likely to be heaper and easier to build



2092 R. Settlesthan limited streamer tubes for the same performane. Either tehnique analso provide fast triggering for osmi ray events.Luminosity alorimeter and instrumented maskThe luminosity alorimeter, Lal, overing from about 30 to 55 (30 to85)mrad for TESLA from the beam diretion inside the tungsten shieldingmasks, has to measure high energy eletron showers � in the presene ofintense soft eletromagneti radiation from beam-beam pair prodution andbeamsstrahlung. Solutions based on quartz �bers, parallel-plate hambersand liquid sintillator are being onsidered. The instrumentation of thetungsten mask using these tehnologies is also under investigation in orderto obtain the best possible hermetiity. For this appliation quartz �bresare a good andidate sine they are the most robust in a high bakgroundenvironment.Forward trakingA sequene of forward traking detetors will be used to measure trakslose to the outer surfae of the mask, espeially muons and Bhabha eletrons(for aollinearity measurement to give the luminosity spetrum). Diss ofpixel or silion-strip detetors will be inserted inside the intermediate trak-ing and inside the TPC inner ylinder (see Fig. 2). Also it is needed tomeasure the sign and the momentum of muons at small angles to the beamdiretion � e.g. in the study ofW+W� prodution or for the absolute .m.s.energy determination. Toriods with traking hambers were proposed for thereferene detetor. Reent studies indiate that a ombination of the forwardtraking detetors near the IP, outer traking planes around the yoke andthe return B-�eld of the detetor magnet will yield the desired resolution,so that toriods are probably not needed.MagnetThe magneti �eld has two important r�les: it bends harged partilesfor momentum measurement and it limits beam related bakground by im-posing a uto� in the transverse momentum of those e+e� pairs from beam-strahlung that enter the detetor. A �eld strength of B = 3T was hosenfor the referene detetor as a reasonable ompromise between high �eld,large volume and safe tehnology. The 4T tehnology is now well advanedfor CMS, so that this is being reonsidered for the TESLA detetor. Thedimensions of the oil are determined by the need to have good momentumresolution and the deision to have the eletromagneti alorimeter and partof the hadroni alorimetry inside the oil. This leads to the hoie of aninternal oil diameter of 6m. In order to provide good traking down toj os �j = 0:99, good �eld homogeneity is required for the TPC in order to



Detetor Studies for TESLA 2093redue E �B distortions on the eletron drift. Thus the length of the mag-net was hosen to be 9.2m. With these dimensions the last quadrupoles areinside the oil and sine they are superonduting at TESLA, they have amaximum �eld allowed at the ondutor, whih was 3T in the �rst study. Inthe present 2nd ECFA/DESY LC Study a new design of doublets based onNb3Sn ondutor, whih an stand a muh higher �eld, so that this wouldno longer be a hinderness for a 4T solenoid for the TESLA detetor.DAQ and triggerAt the design luminosity the physis rate to be reorded was expeted tobe about 0.1Hz for the �rst version and thus will be about 5 times higherfor the hiLTESLA. Bakgrounds expeted to be rejeted by the triggerinlude those arising from beam-beam e�ets, beam-gas interations andosmi rays. There must be �exibility for adjusting the trigger rate due tobakground to the needs of the experiment.Table III shows DAQ rates for BaBar and LHC along with linear olliderexpetations from the �rst study. These allow a realisti design and a purelysoftware trigger is now being proposed. Compared to the LHC requirements,the data aquisition for the experiment is not a ritial issue. TABLE IIIComparison of three triggering projetsBaBar LHC LCBunh rossing time 4 ns 25 ns 4-708 nsLevel-1 aept rate 2 kHz 100 kHz <0.1 kHzEvent building 0.4Gbit/s 20-500Gbit/s 1Gbit/sProessing power 103MIPS 106MIPS 105MIPS2.2. Bakgrounds, ratesThe soures of bakground are beam-beam e�ets, synhrotron radia-tion and debris from the �nal quadrupoles, and muon bakgrounds arisingfrom upstream soures. The main bakgrounds are due to beam�beam ef-fets. Table IV gives an overview of some mahine properties and relatedbakground rates.Via the beam-beam interation, eah bunh rossing ourring withinthe time resolution of a subdetetor may produe partiles in addition tothose of a real physis event triggered by a di�erent bunh in the train.The row labeled �Minijet ev./100 ns, pminT = 3:2GeV=� gives a measure ofthe probability of having sti� partiles from underlying hadroni events ina good physis event for a typial subdetetor with a timing resolution of100 ns.



2094 R. Settles TABLE IVTable of some mahine properties and related bakgroundsPrev. TESLA hiLTESLA JLC/NLC[Units in brakets℄ 0.5TeVBeam propertiesL [1033 m�2s�1℄ 6 31 7Trains/s 5 5 120Bunhes/train 1130 2820 95Interbunh spaing 708 ns 337 ns 2.8 nsNe� per bunh [1010℄ 3.6 2.0 0.95Nbeamstr: per e� 2.0 1.6 1.1ÆB [%℄ 2.5 2.7 3.8Bakgrounds/bunhNbeamstr:e�/bunh rossing 31 45 10� > 150mrad, pt > 20MeV=Hadr.ev./bunh 0.13 0.23 0.08E�:m:s: � 5GeVMinijet ev./bunh [10�2℄ 0.30 0.59 0.20pminT = 3:2GeV= Bakgrounds/100 nsNbeamstr:e�/100 ns 31 45 357� > 150mrad, pt > 20MeV=Minijet ev./100 ns, 0.003 0.006 0.07pminT = 3:2GeV=Hadr.ev./100ns 0.13 0.23 2.8E�:m:s: �5GeV Physis events per hourBhabha 3200 17600 3700W+W� 140 770 160t�t 15 82 18ZHSM 1.2 7 1.4REFERENCES[1℄ Coneptual Design of a 500 GeV e+e� Linear Collider with Integrated X-rayLaser Faility, eds. R. Brinkmann, G. Materlik, J. Rossbah and A. Wagner,DESY 1997-048/ECFA 1997-182, Vols. I and II.[2℄ S. Aïd, A. Andreazza, P. Bambade, G. Bardin, T. Barklow, W. Bartel,M. Battaglia, R. Bellanzzini, S. Bertolui, G. Blair, R. Brinkmann, I. Brok,R. Brown, J. Bürger, P.J. Bussey, M. Caia, C. Cavata, P. Chehia,G. Coignet, P. Colas, P. Clarke, C. Damerell, G. Daskalakis, M. David,



Detetor Studies for TESLA 2095A. De Roek, S. Drozhdin, E. Elsen, E. Fernandez, Y. Giomataris, T. Green-shaw, R. Heuer, C. Heush, N. Holtkamp, P. Hüntemeyer, D. Jakson, P. Janot,L. Jönsson, J.-P. Jorda, A. Juste, F.P. Juster, B.J. King, F. Kirher, U. Kötz,V. Korbel, Y. Kurihara, A. Kyriakis, P. Le Du, M. Leenen, W. Lohmann,C. Lui, L. Mandelli, C. Markou, M. Martinez, H.U. Martyn, M. Mazzu-ato, C. Meroni, J. Meyer, D.J. Miller, N. Mokhov, R. Nahnhauer, R. Nania,O. Napoly, H. Nowak, R. Orava, M. Piolo, M. Pohl, D. Reed, F. Rihard,I. Riu, A. Rousarie, M. Sahwitz, H.-G. Sander, D. Saxon, U. Shneekloth,H.J. Shreiber, S. Shreiber, D. Shulte, R. Settles, R. Shanidze, C. Shepherd-Themistoleous, S. Shihanin, F. Simonetto, E. Simopoulou, K. Sinram,A. Skillman, A. Sopzak, P. Ste�en, H. Steiner, J. Steuerer, G. Tonelli,M. Tonutti, C. Tronon, C. VanderVelde, G. Vegni, R. Vuopionperä, A. Wag-ner, N. Walker, M. Weber, W. Wiedenmann, G.W. Wilson, K. Zapfe-Düren,Detetor for the Linear Collider, Vol.I, Chapter 2; DESY 97-123E, ibid., Chap-ter 7.[3℄ ECFA/DESY Study of Physis and Detetor for a Linear Collider,http://www.desy.de/onferenes/efa-desy-l96.html.[4℄ ECFA/DESY Study of Physis and Detetor for a Linear Collider,http://www.desy.de/onferenes/efa-desy-l98.html.[5℄ World Studies of Physis and Detetor for a Linear Collider,http://lwws.physis.yale.edu/l/.[6℄ Proeedings of the Workshop on Physis at Future Aelerators, La Thuile1987, ed. J.H. Mulvey, CERN 87-07 (1987).[7℄ C. Ahn et al., Opportunities and Requirements for Experimentation at a VeryHigh Energy e+e� Collider, SLAC-Report-329 (1988).[8℄ Proeedings of the Summer Study on High Energy Physis in the 1990s, Snow-mass, 1988, ed. S. Jensen, World Sienti�, Singapore 1989.[9℄ Three Workshops on the Japan Linear Collider (1989,1990,1992) resulting in:JLC Group, JLC-I, KEK Report 92-16 (1992). This has been followed up withyearly workshops.[10℄ e+e�-Collisions at 500 GeV: The Physis Potential, Parts A and B, Work-shops at Munih, Anney, Hamburg, 1991, ed. P.M. Zerwas, DESY 92-123A&B(1992).[11℄ Physis and Experiments with Linear Colliders, Vols. I and II, eds. R. Orava,P. Eerola and M. Nordberg, World Sienti�, Singapore 1992.[12℄ e+e�-Collisions at 500 GeV: The Physis Potential, Parts A and B (Work-shops at Munih, Anney, Hamburg, 1991), ed. P.M. Zerwas, DESY 92-123A&B (1992).[13℄ Proeedings of the 1992 Workshops on High-Energy Physis with CollidingBeams, Trilogy of Workshops at Yale, Wisonsin, Santa Cruz, 1992, ed. J.Rogers, SLAC-428 (1993).[14℄ Workshop on Physis and Experiments with Linear e+e�Colliders, Waikoloa,Hawaii, 1993, Vols.I and II, eds. F.A. Harris, S.L. Olsen, S. Pakvasa and X.Tata, World Sienti�, Singapore 1993.



2096 R. Settles[15℄ e+e�-Collisions at 500 GeV: The Physis Potential, Part C, Workshops at Mu-nih, Anney, Hamburg, 1992-1993, ed. P.M. Zerwas, DESY 93-123C (1993).[16℄ D.Burke, �Status of the Interregional Collaboration�, Opening Session at theFifth International Workshop on Next-Generation Linear Colliders, (LC93,SLAC, Otober 13-21, 1993), SLAC-436 (1993).[17℄ Proeedings of the Zeuthen Workshop on Elementary Partile Theory �Physis at LEP200 and Beyond, Teupitz/Brandenburg, Germany, April 1994,eds. T. Riemann and J. Blümlein, Nul. Phys. B (Pro. Suppl.) B37 (1994).[18℄ Proeedings of the Gamma-Gamma Collider Workshop Berkeley, Marh 28-31,1994, ed. A. Sessler, Nul. Instrum. Methods A355 (1995).[19℄ Proeedings of the Eletron-Eletron Linear Collider, Sept. 4-5, 1995, ed.C.A. Heush, Int. J. Mod. Phys. 11, 1532 (1996).[20℄ Physis with e+e� Linear Colliders, Part D, Workshops at Anney, GranSasso, Hamburg, 1995, ed. P.M. Zerwas, DESY 96-123D. Members of theworking group on experimentation were: P. Bambade, W. Bartel, T. Benke,G. Blair, T. Bolognese, A. Bonissent, R. Brinkmann, J. Bürger, O. Cal-lot, G. Coignet, P. Comas, G. Cowan, M. Danilov, P.-G. Denis, E. Elsen,M. Grünewald, D. Haidt, J.D. Hansen, J. Harton, P. Hüntemeyer, L. Jöns-son, F. Kapusta, S. Katsanevas, D. Kisielewska, U. Kötz, S. Komamiya,A. Lebedev, M. Leenen, B. Löhr, K. Long, P. Mättig, J. Meyer, D. Miller,J. Milewski, R. Miquel, A. Olshevski, K. Piotrzkowski, M. Pohl, F. Rihard,A. Rousarie, E. Rulikowska, H.-G. Sander, M. Shmelling, M. Shmitt,U. Shneekloth, H.-J. Shreiber, S. Shreiber, D. Shulte, R. Settles, S. Shu-valov, A. Sopzak, P. Ste�en, H. Steiner, L. Suszyki, T. Tauhi, J. Thomp-son, I. Typakin, A. Venturi, H. Videau, A.Wagner, R. Walzak and G.W.Wil-son.[21℄ Proeedings of LCWS95, the 1995 International Linear Collider Workshop atMorioka-Appi, Sept. 8-12, 1995, World Sienti�, Singapore 1996.[22℄ R. Settles, et al., Experimentation at the Linear Collider, in Ref. [21℄.[23℄ International Linear Collider Tehnial Review Committee Report 1995,G. Loew/SLAC(Chair) and T. Weiland/TH Darmstadt (Sereteriat),http://www.sla.stanford.edu/xorg/il-tr/il-trhome.html, whih also on-tains 1997 updates.[24℄ D. Shulte, R. Settles, Update on Experimentation at the Linear Collider, inRef. [20℄.[25℄ The proeedings of the studies in the USA by �DPF Long Range Plan-ning� working groups (DPF is the Division of Partiles and Fields ofthe Amerian Physial Soiety), available on the World Wide Web underhttp://fermi.pha.jhu.edu/dpf/ltp/index.html


